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Abstract:-Language getting to know and tutoring is 

considered as a complicated technique. To make such 

unpredictability less difficult, properly-propelled 

education helps ought to be available as it's miles the 

need of exquisite importance. The continued and top 

notch development of the internet brought about a 

technological transformation in all fields of our lifestyles 

and tutoring and mastering in which little by little grow 

to be increasingly strong aren't exemption. These days, 

ICT is growing an enormous appeal in French language 

tutoring and mastering as extra instructors are grasping 

it. ICT has its recognizable effect on the first-class also, 

quantity of tutoring studying manner. In strong 

phrases, ICT can enhance tutoring and mastering thru 

its dynamic, wise, and connecting with substance; and it 

is able to provide genuine possibilities to individualized 

guidance. The cutting area lecture room condition has 

changes a wonderful deal than the beyond normal 

circumstance due to innovation. In any case, this paper 

illuminates the ICT device that can assist within the 

improvement of French language studying and 

inspiring procedures to show how innovation impacts 

unknown dialect guidance and the way it very well can 

be applied correctly inside the auxiliary FFL (French as 

a foreign Language) lecture room; these devices 

incorporate each non–online primarily based device and 

online primarily based device and how it has a tendency 

to be utilized in the lecture room.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

To have a completely comprehension of importance of 

Information, communication and technology in education, 

it's far an absolute necessity to recognize the significance of 

technology. It's miles characterized as an alternate 

association of revolutionary apparatuses and property that 

used to impart, make, spread and oversee information. 

 
Daniels (2002) said information and communication 

technology (ICT) is considered as one of the essential 

structure squares of modern society. Numerous countries 

presently recognize expertise ICT and acing the essential 

aptitudes and thoughts of ICT as a primary aspect of the 

center of training [1]. Anyways, globalization has gotten a 

large alternate each part of human life and education is not 

any exemption. The acquaintance of ICT with tutoring can 

help in making some other approach for studying and 

encouraging where we're in a global that innovation has 

dwindled it into a bit metropolis. Over the maximum recent 

twenty (20) years the utilization of ICT has changed the 
practices and technique of virtually all forms of try inside 

business and management. 

 

The usage of ICT in preparation suits extra 

understudies centered picking up placing. But, with the 

arena moving speedy into advanced media and information, 

the process of ICT in education is getting more and steadily 

large and this significance will continue to broaden and 

create in the twenty first century [2]. 

 

In recent times the utilization of ICT in educating and 

getting to know process seems to be considerable. The 
educator is relied upon to be both traditional and modern in 

his/her educating mastering system. The educator has to be 

set up to have the limit of incorporating ICT in the 

educating system. In the twenty first century improvements 

are sensible but at the identical time low inside the 

language lecture rooms [3]. As of overdue, internet has 

picked up and as yet growing a big ubiquity in foreign 

language tutoring and extra teachers and college students 

are humiliating it. In this way, there may be no uncertainty 

that information, communication and technology has 

affected the quantity and nature of tutoring and gaining 
knowledge of in traditional and distance schooling 

institution. Alongside those strains, Technology can 

upgrade tutoring and getting to know via its effectual and 

intuitive substance and can give proper probabilities to 

personal guidance [4]. 

 

II. WHAT IS ICT? 
 

ICT means information and communication 

technology. The expression of  "information and 

communication technology" (ICT) alludes to varieties of 

innovation which can be utilized to transmit, procedure, 
keep, make, display, offer or change facts by way of 

electronic strategies. This extensive meaning of ICT 

contains such improvements as radio, Tv, video, digital 

video disk, smartphone (both constant line and cellular 

phones), satellite frameworks, and computer and network 

durable equipment and software program, simply because 
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the durable equipment and services associated with these 

technology, associated with these improvements, as an 
instance, videoconferencing, electronic mail and weblogs 

[5]. In a report of UNESCO shared at the net, the ICT has 

been characterized with extra great point of view 

supporting its degree, significance and nature of usage, 

specifically offering within the discipline of teaching: 

"information and Communications technology (ICTs) are a 

numerous arrangement of technological device and assets 

used to convey, and to make, disseminate, store, and 

oversee information. Correspondence and the information 

are at the very heart of the academic manner, therefore ICT 

use in training has an extended history. ICT has assumed an 

academic role in formal and non-formal settings, in 
packages gave by using governmental corporations, public 

and private academic institutions, for profit groups and 

non-advantage gatherings, and common and and secular 

and non secular groups" (unesco.org) [6]. 

 

ICT contains the utilization of pc era, which includes 

hardware, peripheral gadgets, media, delivery systems and 

software program. This time period is applied inside the 

ISTE NETS requirements and is utilized by UNESCO in 

connection with the coordination of generation into 

teaching (UNESCO, 2002). Notwithstanding, facts 
communiqué era (ICT) is an stated issue in for our entire 

lives and has a focal task to carry out in training. For the 

reason that the arrival of the first government coverage on 

ICT in training in 1997, a substantial funding has been 

made in ICT centers and education in Irish schools. 

 

In numerous countries, the dialogue about ICT in 

training specializes in the capacity impact of ICT on 

tutoring and mastering and on the measures that must be 

acquired to assure that the functionality of ICT to enhance 

understudies' mastering experience is figured it out. 

 

III. THE UTILIZATION OF ICT DEVICE 
 

This day information, communication and technology 

are being utilized as a device of enhancing the personal 

satisfaction. Its utilization is expanding in such a manner 

lately. Diverse language establishments in everywhere 

throughout the globe have just understood the significance 

of ICT in tutoring and mastering process. Be that as it may, 

ICT assumes the major role in imparting, building up and 

overseeing information 7. ICT has demonstrated powerful 

in conveying figuring out how to everywhere throughout 
the world and to those individuals who can't move from 

their places and can't move their appendage and scarcely 

express words. It gets workable for them to upgrade 

education due to ICT.  

 

There are wide ranges of ICT equipment that can be 

utilized in tutoring and mastering. These devices can be 

applied in various educational spheres.  

 

 

 
 

 

IV. ICT DEVICE IN TUTELAGE AND GAINING 

KNOWLEDGE 
 

ICT device are numerous and some of them will be 

exhibited in subtleties in this paper. Nonetheless, ICT 

device, in this paper, are partitioned into two kinds which 

are non-online based and online based mastering device. 

 

A. Non Online Based Tutoring Device 

 

 Audio Compact Disk And Digital Video Disk  

Audio compact disk and digital video disk are the 

valuable device of language mastering. Both the 

instruments offer modest access to rich programs. The 
promptness of current issue programs guarantees that 

students' presentation to the language is cutting-edge and 

implanted regarding genuine local speakers. Through the 

audio compact disk it is feasible for the educators to make 

the student to listen the lectures by prominent and 

exceptional speakers. Digital video disk is the other 

significant technological medium utilized by the language 

instructors as it claims through eyes and ears. Digital video 

disk plate gives a full broad media reenactment, dynamic 

and accomplishes a higher level of authenticity. Digital 

video disk gives linguistic expression alongside the 
outward appearance 8.  

 

 Movies  

Movies are the most dominant component in the 

hands of a keen and creative educator. Movies request the 

students, increase their advantage and held them in the 

maintenance of the educated materials. Movies are 

gainfully used to grandstand the realities, activities abilities 

and foundation information. The understudies of essential 

level get intrigued to know the working of the discourse 

organs and the elocution. The students of higher elevated 

level are familiar with old style and recently discharged 
plays and books which have been shot.  

 

 Projectors  

The projector, a regular technique for teaching, is 

exceptionally advantageous and a choice to chalk and talk. 

The projector devours time by setting up the materials 

ahead of time, however this kind of sight and sound 

guarantees the top notch guidance. It is a significant visual 

guide to show the setting to the enormous class. It permits 

the teachers to utilize pictures, charts and it diminishes 

crafted by the teacher by drawing it on the chalkboard. By 
utilizing projector increasingly confounded sources can be 

brought into any classrooms and it is anything but difficult 

to utilize, adaptable and it is simple for the student to take 

notes from it8.  

 

 Language Lab  

Language lab is one of the advanced technological 

mastering aids. It has multi aspects like students can listen 

to the audio and can comprehend the diverse emphasize 

utilized, the students can talk and even, they can record 

their voices. The student elocution level could be 
extemporized by tuning in to the institutionalized materials.  
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Language lab is an only outcome arranged and it 

improves the French language mastering process. In the 
recent trends, not only the audios but videos, flash based 

games, internet are also included in the lab materials. 

Language lab makes a simple environment than a 

conventional classroom 9.  

 

B. Online Based Tutoring Device 

An online based tutoring which is also called 

innovation based tutoring is one of the quickest developing 

areas. It gives chances to make well–structured, student 

focused, moderate, intuitive, direct, adaptable electronic 

mastering condition (khan, 2005). There are a great many 

French online based classes that offer trainings for an 
assortment of fundamental language abilities, for example, 

Learning, Speaking, Reading and Writing and are made 

intelligent in an assortment of ways. Some of the common 

technologies available for promotion of education are as 

follows: 10 

 

 

 Fluentu 

FluentU teaches language utilizing carefully authentic 

materials, for example, news, music, recordings and film 

trailers. It has the significant bit of leeway of guaranteeing 
that all material is state-of-the-art and socially applicable. It 

is intended to get students acquainted with foreign 

vocabulary in a fun, friendly, totally approachable way. 

 

FluentU is an extraordinary learning and training tool 

all alone. It likewise fills in as an incredible wellspring of 

significant and intriguing advantageous materials. The 

scores of recordings, trailers, tests and other genuine 

language learning materials are accessible as an application 

to take in a hurry.  

 

 Duolingo 
It is a free language-learning stage for starting 

students who need to truly nail the nuts and bolts, yet it 

additionally functions admirably as an after-class survey of 

significant sentence structure and vocabulary topics.  

 

 Memrise 

It incorporates courses made out of many carefully 

chose words and expressions in the objective (French) 

language. It is ideal for getting in a little vocabulary 

extension.  

 
 Facebook  

A large portion of what the student thinks about the 

world was gotten from Facebook. So in this way, the tutor 

can build up a French language mastering page on 

Facebook and urge their students to like the page and make 

it a spot where they can have causal discussions with each 

other and local speakers in French language.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 Google Documents  

Google archives can be a helpful instrument while 
teaming up on a solitary task. The tutor can stack their 

google drive with huge amounts of in-class exercises or 

start another record on the fly. With the snap of a mouse, 

any of the students can alter the document. It's ideal for 

doing composing exercises in pairs. 

 

 Email  

Learners can relate with local speakers of the target 

(French) language via email by sending an individual email 

to the tutor email account (g-mail, yahoomail, 

hotmail,zohomail, protonmail, icloudmail, AOLmail, 

tutanotamail, yandexmail,gmxmail and so forth) which is 
free. The learner can mail their assignment to the concerned 

tutor and get it amended accordingly. The tutor can 

likewise give corrections, criticism, proposals for the 

improvement of their work and easily send it back to them.  

 

 Blogs 

A blog is an individual or expert diary as often as 

possible refreshed for open utilization. The blog empower 

transferring and connecting the documents which is 

particularly fit to fill in as on line individualizing journals 

for learners. Pinkman (2005) demonstrates blogging as 
informative and intuitive when members expect various 

roles in the composing procedure, as readers/reviewers who 

react to other authors‟ posts, and as scholar’s readers who 

is coming back to their own posts, respond to analysis of 

their own posts. The readers thus can remark on what they 

read, despite the fact that blogs can be put in verified 

situations too.  

 

 Skype  

Each network access has sound capacities, and 

technological device like PCs with cameras. The learners 

could speak with their tutors and colleagues who are far 
away from them. In like manner, they could speak with 

their tutors and get their pronunciation checked so as to 

improve their French language speaking. 

 

 Youtube 

YouTube this can be utilized in tutoring the learners’ 

French language where by the tutor creating a video on 

his/her YouTube channel and then share the links to the 

learner to watch. This will improve the learners mastering 

skills. 

 
According to Wikipedia it says: "YouTube is a video 

sharing site on which clients can transfer and share 

recordings, and view them in MPEG-4 arrangement 11.  

 

 Cell Phone  

Learners can look for new words utilizing lexicon 

choice on their cell phones and enhance their vocabulary. 

They may confirm the spelling, pronunciation and use of 

the particular word they search for. In addition, learners can 

also utilize Short Message Service (SMS) to send inquiries 

to their tutors and get their questions cleared.  
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V. SCOPE OF ICT IN FRENCH LANGUAGE 

TUTORING AND GAINING KNOWLEDGE 
 

Information and communication technology in FLT 

can cover all the significant aptitudes in French language. 

ICT assumes a significant role in tutoring and mastering of 

French. The cutting edge method for tutoring and mastering 

process relies upon information and communication 

technology (ICT). Along these lines, it turns into the need 

of great importance to improve the nature of training.  

 

VI. BENEFITS OF USING ICT DEVICE IN FLT. 
 

ICT gives positive vibrations on learners' frame of 
mind towards mastering French language. Learners will 

have a fantastic opportunity to choose the components 

through which they can meet their mastering techniques, 

which were neglected to fulfill by the customary strategies. 

The accessibility of sources like pictures, animations, sound 

and video clips is very recreating on the grounds that they 

bolster the learners in exhibiting and rehearsing French 

language in an alternate manner. For the learners as well as 

the tutor rely more upon these device to create, plan, store 

and recover the materials of mastering at ease. ICT gives 

credibility by which the learner will be able to associate 
with others everywhere throughout the world.  

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

This paper investigated the utilization of ICT device 

in tutoring and mastering of French. Since traditional 

methodologies and the systems are interlinked with the 

novel innovations to tutor French language, it appears to be 

impractical to keep them part. With the assistance of these 

ICT device which are accessible unreservedly on the web, 

can make French language mastering productive. It is 

gainful for tutoring French language in the hands of 
inventive and educated language tutors.  Presently FLT has 

come into the time of assessment where new innovations 

have been playing a good role in our everyday exercises. 

The components which are previously mentioned are 

having effects in the pathway of mastering especially in the 

French language. 
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